on a block, and struck a sharp blow with a wooden mallet, about nine inches long, four broad, and three quarters of an inch thick, with a handle at one end. The shells being thus broken, they are winnowed again, and part of the broken shell blown off; they are next screened through a network of rattan, the frame being placed on a gentle slope, and the seeds worked through it partly by the hand ; all seeds with unbroken shells picked out, and also all kernels not perfectly clean and white. All that are fit are now passed through a sort of large coffee-mill and roughly broken; they are once more hand-picked, and all coloured particles removed. The clean kernels are then reground in a finer mill, and reduced to a perfect pulp, and again carefully searched for any coloured particles, which are taken out. The pulp is now folded up in strong canvas, in quantities of lbj. in weight, and packets about a foot long by four inches wide ; these are placed under a press with a fly-wheel, and fitted with a mould beneath, in which each packet is jammed into a regular shape.
the seeds laid by handfuls (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) on a block, and struck a sharp blow with a wooden mallet, about nine inches long, four broad, and three quarters of an inch thick, with a handle at one end. The shells being thus broken, they are winnowed again, and part of the broken shell blown off; they are next screened through a network of rattan, the frame being placed on a gentle slope, and the seeds worked through it partly by the hand ; all seeds with unbroken shells picked out, and also all kernels not perfectly clean and white. All that are fit are now passed through a sort of large coffee-mill and roughly broken; they are once more hand-picked, and all coloured particles removed. 
